
Green Promise // Visible Art

From initial design to finished product, we’ve thought long and hard about our impact 
on the environment. 

Here are the steps we’ve taken to make sure our printing process stays true to our 
Green Promise.

Energy //
• Solar Panels: We produce 100% of the electricity we use during the summer 

months and then around 50% throughout the rest of the year!
• Equipment: Our Adelco EcoTex tunnel dryer is one of the most energy-

efficient machines on the market. Find out more here!

Waste Management //
• General Waste: This is converted into energy at our local incinerator. 
• Paper/Cardboard: We recycle all our paper and cardboard packaging.  
• Glue Cans: We safely puncture all used canisters and then recycle the metal. 
• Chemicals: Our automated screen-cleaning equipment keeps all screen-

recycling chemicals in self-contained booths, so chemicals only need to be 
changed once every 6 months. These chemicals are solely handled by a 
certified waste management service.

• Garments: Misprinted and damaged garments are used as test sample shirts 
until they can hold no more prints – at which point they’re turned into rags to 
clean up our inky messiness!

Water Usage //
• Screen Developer and Automated Screen Cleaning: The introduction of 

this specialised equipment has seen a 50% reduction in our water usage.

Inks //
• Plastisol: Traditionally, they’ve always been viewed as the ‘bad boys’, but 

recently, plastisol products have become a lot cleaner. At Visible Art, we offer 
inks that carry the OEKO-TEX® ECO PASSPORT: a third-party accreditation 
system that facilitates sustainable textile production. 

• Water-based: Although these inks are generally considered greener, some 
may contain added substances that are harmful to the environment, and 
typically, the energy required to cure water-based inks is higher. At Visible Art, 
we offer the use of Soil Association-approved inks in our printing process. 

• Which type do I choose? Don’t panic, we can help! Luckily, we’ve done our 
research and know all about the best inks on the market. We’d be happy to 
discuss all-things-ink with you, and find a solution that meets your needs! 

https://www.adelco.co.uk/portfolio/ecotex/


Garments //
• Stanley/Stella: After putting so much effort into all these areas, it’d be a 

shame not to use the best quality, Fairtrade-approved garments available! 
The Belgium-based company, Stanley/Stella, supply us with the highest 
quality organic and recycled garments – ensuring our output stays true to 
sustainable values. We can’t sing their praises enough!

• Continental Clothing Company: We also have the earth positive and 
salvage ranges available from the UK-based, Continental Clothing Company, 
who in January 2008, became the world’s first company to place the Carbon 
Reduction Label on textile products. Whatever you choose, we’re confident 
that you’ll find the right style and quality of garment for your brand!

The Future //
• Direct-to-screen: We aim to reduce our consumables as much as possible 

by using a direct-to-screen system, removing the need for printed acetates.
• LED Exposure Unit: Further reductions of our power usage will be achieved 

through acquiring an LED Exposure Unit. 
• Rainwater Reclamation: We aim to make use of the lovely Cardiff rain 

through installing a rainwater reclamation and filtering system. 
• Wastewater Filtering: To stop any foreign particles derived from the screen-

exposing procedure escaping, we’ll invest in a wastewater filtering system. 
• Paperless Processing: In order to minimise company-wide paper usage, we 

aim to establish a paperless job processing system.


